[Origin and development of RUTI, a new therapeutic vaccine against Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection].
This article reviews the pathophysiology of the latent form of Mycobacterium tuberculosis along with its natural history and progression in infected tissues. The proposed hypotheses regarding the relationship between M tuberculosis and the associated immune response, the cause of granuloma necrosis, the tolerance of a certain concentration of the bacillus in host tissues, the constant turnover of cells in the lung, and the effect of chemotherapy form the basis for the design of the therapeutic vaccine RUTI against latent M tuberculosis infection. This vaccine is generated from detoxified M tuberculosis cell fragments that facilitate a balanced T helper (Th) 1/Th2/Th3 response to a wide range of antigens along with intense antibody production. Treatment with RUTI following chemotherapy has been demonstrated to be effective in experimental models in mice and guinea pigs and does not exhibit toxicity.